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Welcome to the SIXTEENTH newsletter of the World Community
for Christian Meditation (South Africa) (WCCM-SA)
 Resources

At the time of our February newsletter we were in lockdown and
just recovering from a second wave of the pandemic after the
Christmas holiday. We are in much the same situation at the end
of July as we recover from a third wave due to the Delta variant. So
live events on the local scene are still not possible, but we can
report in this newsletter on a new online initiative.

Interior with Open Window, 1928, Raoul Dufy
[Looking forward to post-pandemic time]
Dufy’s double windows reveal the richness of the distant
world, its gleaming possibilities, its actuality. The space we
occupy may be as in the painting, cluttered and even
oppressive, but after joy it is no longer imprisoning. We
have glimpsed something greater, something of liberating
power, and we can have absolute confidence that there
are no external obstructions to our movement out of
limitation and into that freedom
Wendy Beckett. 2017. The Art of Lent. London: SPCK, 68
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NEW INITIATIVES
Core Group
In June and July a small group of interested members met on Zoom to discuss the question: How do we
create a sense of community? The national branch WCCM (SA) has around 450 members receiving regular
newsletters, but there is no real communication among us. Here are the suggestions and decisions taken
at these two meetings.

SUGGESTIONS






Establish a network at two levels – administrative and practical
Establish a core group that would meet regularly, offer mutual support and report on activities and
initiatives
Have a regular meditation session online
Give some thought to the question of silence in African spirituality
Create a sense of belonging to the worldwide network of WCCM

DECISIONS




This group will form a core that meets regularly, offers mutual support and reports on activities and
initiatives. (Next meeting third Tuesday in November)
A monthly online meditation session will be held on the third Tuesday of each month with different
members of this group creating and leading the sessions. It will be open to members countrywide and
Paul will place an invitation in a WCCM (SA) newsletter shortly.
To create a sense of belonging to the worldwide network, a person from the International Office of
WCCM will be invited to the November meeting. This person will be able to give us a picture of the
worldwide community and the current activities at Bonnevaux in France – the new international
centre.

Monthly Online Meditation
In the light of the above decision to hold a monthly online meditation session, we extend the following
invitation to any subscriber of this newsletter.

Join other meditators for a meditation session (30-40 minutes) on the
following evenings at 20:00 (SAST)
 Tuesday 17 August 2021
 Tuesday 21 September 2021
 Tuesday 19 October 2021
To receive a link to these sessions held on Zoom, simply reply by email
to Paul Faller (paulf@cie.org.za)
The viability of these monthly sessions will be reviewed at a meeting of
the Core Group in November.
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LOCAL NEWS
National Arts Festival
As happened in 2018 and 2019, but cancelled in 2020 because of the pandemic, we had hoped to offer
daily live meditation sessions at the National Arts Festival this year in Makhanda/Grahamstown between
12 and 16 July. Restrictions on travelling in and out of Gauteng and the eventual moving of the festival to
an online offering only put paid to our plans. As with many people in another circumstance, our cry is:
“Next year in Jerusalem!”

Schools Pilot Project
With the financial assistance of the World Community the first phase of a pilot project to bring meditation
to schools has been completed. An introductory workshop has taken place in 10 schools, 8 of them in
rural areas and spread across 5 provinces, to bring Christian meditation to teachers voluteering to be part
of the project.
Participating teachers in these schools are now engaged in a personal formation process which consists
of a reflective reading – chapter by chapter – of Laurence Freeman’s Your Daily Practice. The reading is
accompanied by questions and suggestions for reflection supplied by the project coordinator. The
intention is to build on and deepen what was covered at the workshop. Reflection on the practical aspects
of teaching meditation to children and young people will follow beofre introducing it to the classroom.

WORLD COMMUNITY NEWS
Bonnevaux Speaker Series
SCHEDULE:
16 September, Bela Hatvany: A Caring Economy
29 October, David Lorimer: A Quest for Wisdom
9 November, Marco Schorlemmer: A Healthy Intelligence
for Our Digitised Societies
16 December, Kim Nataraja: Why Meditate?
REGISTER AT
https://bonnevauxwccm.org/updates/all-programmes/speak-series/

WCCM National Community Retreat Series
Deepen your understanding of the teaching of Christian Meditation:
Thematically-linked retreats during the year highlighting a different National
Community, open to all
Retreat 6: Recognising the Gardener – WCCM Malaysia (09-12 SEP)
Retreat 7: Living Life Anew – WCCM Spain (04-07 NOV)
Retreat 8: The Heavenly Jerusalem – WCCM tbc (18-21 NOV)
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RESOURCES
Meditation Chimes
Produce good vibrations with a gentle tap of the wooden mallet on the
single 15 cm metallophone. This solo tone rod emits a powerful tone
that lasts for 20 seconds or more. It consists of one polished solid
aluminium rod on a meranti holder with felt base. Handcrafted in
Tulbagh In the Western Cape. Available at R165 + plus postage
Contact Paul at paulf@cie.org.za or fallerpaul582@gmail.com

The School of Meditation
Please visit www.theschoolofmeditation.org and see our newly
updated and expanded website including NEW GROUP RATES
and COURSES.

Meditatio Talk Series
For many years and four times a year a Meditatio CD has been sent to each registered Christian Meditation
group around the world. To keep up with the times, these Meditatio CDs are being offered as audio files
that can be simply downloaded and used at weekly groups. Go to:
https://meditatiotalks.wccm.org/?mc_cid=7ba082098b&mc_eid=7581bdb71e

WCCM Newsletter April 2021
Click on the following link:
http://wccm.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/WCCM-Newsletter_april_2021_web.pdf

